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ABSTRACT

V'mual Reality techniques have promised in-

tuitive and effective user interfaces to virtual

worlds. The use of hand gestures is an impor-

tant part of that interface. However, due to the

absence of maturity of standard and tailorable

software abstractions such as those seen in 2-D

graphical user interfaces, current techniques for

specifying the interactions of 3-D objects and
gestures are ad hoe and indirecL

In this paper, we discuss the modeling of three

basic kinds of 3-D manipulations in the context

of a logical hand device and our V'mual Panel

Architecture. The logical hand device is a use-

ful software abstraction representing hands in

virtual environments. The Virtual Panel Archi-

tecture is the 3-D counterpart of the 2-D window

systems. Both of the abstractions are intended

to form the foundation for adaptable 3-D manip-

ulation.

lorable abstraction tools, the semantics of natural

and pw._ise gestures can be prototyped rapidly.

INTRODUCTION

Incorporating gestural control into V'mual Real-

ity environments holds the promise of providing

intuitive and effective user interfaces to inter-

act with virtual worlds. By using their hands

to directly manipulate 3-D objects, the environ-

ment's users have the potential to gain much

more freedom than in the traditional 2-D mouse

and keyboard environments. However, due to

the absence of maturity of standard and tailorable

software abstractions, current 3-D manipulation

techniques are ad hoe and indirect when com-

pared to 2-D graphical user interfaces. Further-

more, since 3-D manipulation is still far from

fully explore_ the complexity with which cur-

rent environments permit interactions between

the user's hands and 3-D objects is still very lim-
ited.

i •

Within our software framework, the click-and-

drag operation from the 2-D graphical user in-

terrace context gracefully can be replaced by a

meaningful hold-and-move operation for appli-

cations in virtual environments. With these tal-

There are two major paradigms for the use
of hands in virtual environments. The first

paradigm is to point, shoot, or grab 3-D objects.

This manipulation method is directly generalized

from the use of a 2-D pointer, and can be imple-
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mented by a 3-D mouse with buttons, which has

the ability to detect positions and orientations

in 3-D space. These gestures can be combined

with other sources of input; for example, human

speech can be combined with gestures to specify

quantities as in [1, 2]. In this situation the ges-

tures act as 3-D pointers, and the speech acts as

buttonstosignifystareschanges when thehands

arenot availableto push buttons.Itisclearthat

thisfirstparadigm isvery useful,but,however,

doesnottakefulladvantage ofthefreedom given

itin3-D space.

The second paradigm is to createsetsof static

or dynamic gesturecommands for specificap-

plicationsas in [3, 4, 5]; each gesture represents

a singlecommand with pre-definedsemanticsin

the context of applications. The gestures in this

paradigm do not necessarily correspond to phys-

ical manipulations---indeedas one example, in-

terfaces can use gesturesborrowed fi'oma sign

language such as American Sign Language.

Ideal 3-D user interface models have to be able

to accommodate not only the above approaches,

but also to provide tailorable tools for new user
interfaces to meet various needs. We believe we

have found a good user interface model for 3-

D manipulation. In thispaper,we willdiscuss

the modeling of three popular gestures based on

a logical hand device and the Vh'tual Panel Ar-

chimcu_ of our work. With proper abstraction

tools, the semantics of natural and precise ges-

tures can be prototyped rapidly.

In the next two sections the hand model and the

V'nmal Panel Architecture will be briefly dis-

cussed,respectively. Afterwards, three popular

gestureswill be described based on the hand

model and the architecture.

THE L£KHCAL HAND DEVICE

The innovation of logicaldevices in a graph-

icspackage is to conceal discrepanciesamong

F2

Figure 1: The six points of interest on a hand for

the hand device

disparatephysicaldevices of a kind,and tofur-

nishdevice-independentcharacteristicstoappli-

cationprogrammers.

By the same token, the logicalhand device [6]

was designed to be a usefulsoftwareabstraction

representinghands invirtualenvironments. The

hand devicereportshand informationintheform

of eventsto the system. The hand information

consists of

. the positionsand orientationsof the five

digittipsand the centerof the back of the

hand (Figure I);thatis,the output of six

3-D mice, or six 3-D pointers.

. digit-orientedhandshapc features,such as

straight,fiat,curved, fullycurved, and so

on foreach finger,and adductionor abduc-

tion for adjacent fingers. These features

can be used to compose American-Sign-

Language-like staticgestures.

With this hand device, we can meet the need of

the two major paradigms of using 3D gestures in

virtual environments: the style of"point, reach,

and grab" and the command by sign-language-

like gestures.

THE VIRTUAL PANEL ARCHITECTURE

The principleof the manipulationin2-D graph-

icaluserinterfaceisto use a single 2-D pointer
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to move into and out of a number of hierarchi-

cal 2-D windows, and to use mouse buttons to

signify status changes. Based on that, higher-

level tasks, such as click-and-drag, can be im-

plemented. This 2-D manipulation methodology

can be generalized for 3-D manipulation. Think

about the use of hands or fingertips to directly

manipulate 3-D objects while the hands are char-

acterized by the logical hand device. The hand

device provides the concept of multiple pointers

and gesture features. These pointers are directly

mapped to the points of interest of the manipu-

lation. Those composable gestures can form a

base to signify various status changes.

With the above philosophy in mind, a soft-

ware framework--the V'mual Panel Architecture

[7]---was designed to help implement an inter-

mediate abstraction for the manipulations of 3D

objects by hand gestural input. There are three

major components in the architecture (see Fig-

ure 2): the Gesture Server is responsible for

extracting information from physical hand track-

ing devices and composing gestures for the use

of a later stage; the Panel Server is in charge

of maintaining a database of 3-D objects, and

of reporting interactions by multiple pointers in

the form of events; and the fdtering processing

stage is used to encapsulate information from the

events to be sent to application programs.

SPECIFICATION OF GESTURES

In this section three basic gestures, touching,

pointing, and gripping, will be discussed in the

framework of the hand device and the V'nlual

Panel Architecture.

A gesture can be as simple as touching: no extra

specification is needed. A gesture can be fully

specified in the Gesture Server as pointing: here

digit-oriented handshape features play the major

role to define the gesture. Or, a gesture can be

fully specified in the Panel Server as gripping: in

this case the interactions of objects and pointers

are concerned. These three gestures demonstrate

the usability and flexibility of our framework.

Touching

The simplest gesture is touching, that is, a 3-

D pointer enters the territory of an object. It

is the Panel Server's responsibility to detect the

invasion of a pointer into an object, and then to

report events to a falter associated with the ob-

ject.

Pointing

Pointing is a gesture with a specific handshape.

One of the possible ways to define pointing is

as below: (1) fingers except the index one are

"fully curved" and are "enclosed" by the thumb;

(2) the index finger is "straight" or near straight;

(3) probably, we want to restrict the orientation

of pointing gesture within some range (the terms

enclosed by double quotes are features in the

digit-oriented handshape alphabet.). The ges-

ture is detected by the Gesture Server ff we have

registered the gesture in the Server beforehand.

As a result the position of the index fingertip is

the starting point of the pointing; the orientation

of the index fingertip is the pointing direction.

Both of the values are sent to the Panel Server,

which has to detect the shooting target from the

fingertip information.

Gripping

Another important gesture is gripping gesture.

With this gesture the click-and-drag in 2-D

graphical user interface can be superseded by

the hold(grip)-and-move in 3-D space.

In the beginning the concept of click is replaced

by that of holding. A 3]:) holdable object has

to be specified by a set of points, edges or faces

which are holdable places on the object. When

one or more fingertips and the thumb tip enter

the holdable places of an object, then we regard
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Figure 2: The Vh'tual Panel Architecture

the object as being held. The whole holding pro-

cess is handled by the Panel Server, which knows

that pointers are entering holdable objects. We

also can release an object by letting less than two

pointers stay in the holdable places of the object.

As long as pointers are holding an holdable and

movable object, the object can be moved around

in 31:) space by the hold-and-move.

An objectcan defineitsown actionrulesin its

associatedfiltertoreacttovariousholdings.The

holding can mutate with Tip Grip, Pinch Grip,

Lateral Pinch [8], etc. to signify different states

as different mouse-button combinations.

CONCLUSION

The advantages of the above user interface model

in virtual environments are three-fold: the user

can concentrate on limited parts of interest on

the hands while the major semantics of gestural

interactions are still maintained; application pro-

grammers can focus on these salient points only

to simplify programming jobs; and, the compu-

tation load in the system will be relieved since

the detection of precise contacts of hands upon

3D objects will be reduced from computing a

whole hand into computing a number of points

only.

Currentlywe areexperimenting with the frame-

work using a VPL DataGlove, which is con-

nectedtoa Macintosh and a SPARCstation. The

DataGlove does not have thepower toextractall

of the informationon the logicalhand device.

However, the partialinformation on the hand

from the DataGlove givesus a good beginning.

Our modeling of thegestureshas shown thatthe

expressivepower ofour userinterfacemodel isat

leastnot lessthanthatof a2-D graphicaluserin-

terfacebecause of thehold-and-move operation.

However, thereisstilla broad space in 3-D ma-

nipulationthathas not been explored,especially

for multi-pointer interactions. We continue the

study on the model to determine if it is able to

accommodate new and novel interactions. We

hope this line of researchwill eventuallyben-

efit the standardization of 3-D manipulation in
virtual environments.
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